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I.Put the follwing words into the right order to form interrogative sentences?( 1p) 

1.from/ are/England/you/? 

2.is/friend/John/ your/sad/? 

3.they//happy/are/? 

4.is/your/food/favourite/what/? 

II.Fill in with: this, that, these, those (1p) 

1…………………….are books. They are here. 

2…………………….is my sister. He’s there. 

3…………………….are their grandparents. They are there. 

4……………………..is your friend. She’s here. 

III.Find the right singular or plural form of the following nouns (2p) 

1.mouse- 2.shelf- 3.fly- 4.box-                 5.man- 

6……….-children 7…….-teeth 8..…...-buses  9……..-women   10…………..-tomatoes 

IV. Complete the sentences with the right form of the verbs in the brackets, have in mind the usage of Present 
Tense Simple or Continuous: 1,50 (0,25x6) 

1.We……………(play/not)  at home now. 

2.She…………..(learn) English at school. 

3. Their parents…………………(work/not) at the weekends. 

4………….your brother……….(like)  dogs? 

5.He……………..(run) in the park at the moment. 

6…………..John and Any…………..(have) lunch? 

 



V. Correct the mistakes related to the auxiliary verb `to have got`(1p) 

1.He haven’t got any sisters 

2.Has they got books?;   

3.I hasn’t got a red bag. 

4.  I has got a yellow one. 

VI.  Put the right indefinite article( a/an) in front of the following nouns (1,50) 

1.…………apple 3……..umbrella 5…….book 

2………….computer                  4……..goat                       6…….insect 

VII. Answer the following questions about yourself (1p) 

1. What’s your name? 
2. How old are you? 
3. What’s your mother’s name? 
4. What’s your father’s name? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



BAREM DE EVALUARE 
 

 
I.Put the words in the correct order to form sentences: (0,25x4=1 p) 
 
1. Are you from England? 
2. Is your friend John sad? 
3. Are they happy? 
4. What is your favourite food? 

 
 

            II.Fill in with this, that, these, those:  (0,25x4=1 p) 
 

1.these 
             2.that 
             3.those 
             4.this 

 
 

  III.Find the right singular or plural form of the following nouns (0,20x 10= 2 p) 

   1.mice  2.shelves  3.flies 4.boxes  5.men  6.child   7.tooth 8.bus  9.woman  10. tomato 

 

        IV. Complete the sentences with the right form of the verbs in the brackets, have in mind the usage of Present    
Tense Simple or Continuous: 1,50 (0,25x6) 
 

        1.are not/aren’t  playing 2.learns 3. Don’t work  4. Does……like  5.is running  6. are ……having 

        V. Correct the mistakes related to the auxiliary verb `to have got`(1point=0,25x4) 

        1.hasn’t got 2. have got 3. haven’t got 4. have got



 VI.  Put the right indefinite article( a/an) in front of the following nouns (0,25x6=1,50 points) 

1. an    2. a   3. an   4. a   5. a   6. an 

VII. Answer the following questions about yourself (0,25x4=1point) 

1. My name is……… 
2. I am……………… 
3. My mother’s name is………. 
4. My father’s name is………... 


